Abstract. Aimming at the dramatic change of round trip delay caused by high dynamic changes of satellite network's communication path and sudden growth of congestion window when Hybla is used in long-delay network, an advanced algorithm named Hybla MM (melioration method) is proposed which calculates the propagation delay and weight it to mitigate the sudden increase of congestion window caused by path change. At the same time the algorithm determine the degree of network congestion by using the number of satellite cache packets in order to appropriately increase or decrease the window value in the congestion avoidance phase, thus resulting in that window grows less aggressive than the original. The results of simulation indicate that the Hybla MM obviously increase the stability of the congestion window growth.
Introduction
With the continuous development of satellite network technology, satellite networks occupy an increasingly important position in the field of communications. Satellite network has the characteristics of high bit error rate [1] , large delay, high dynamic topology etc and highly dynamic satellite network topology also can cause delay dynamic change and link interruption.It is because of the above characteristics of the satellite network that the traditional TCP protocol is relatively difficult to apply.At present, the congestion control algorithm applied to satellite networks has become a research hotspot in countries all over the world. Research results such as TCP BIC [2] , HSTCP [3] , TCP Vegas [4] , TCP Peach [5] , TCPW [6] , and TCP Cubic [7] emerged in large numbers.
Compared with other congestion control algorithms that rely on RTT to adjust congestion window, TCP Hybla can modify the rules of window change in slow start and congestion avoidance phase and use normalized RTT to quickly increase the congestion window, thus weakening the impact of long-delay characteristics of satellite links [8] . In addition, the algorithm can quickly recover the congestion window that is reduced due to link errors, thereby alleviating the problem of degraded transmission performance caused by high bit errors [9] . This guarantees the transmission rate and has good application prospects in long-delay satellite networks. Therefore, how to better use the TCP Hybla algorithm in satellite networks is also one of the research directions in recent years.
In the satellite networkespecially in the LEO satellite network,high-speed operation of satellite nodes causes frequent changes in distances and relationships between nodes, even changing dramatically.The Hybla algorithm is applied to a highly dynamic satellite network with constantly changing round-trip delays, which causes a sudden increase in the congestion window. At the same time, the congestion window growth of the Hybla algorithm is more aggressive in the congestion avoidance phase,the more congestion the network has, the faster the congestion window grows,this can easily lead to network congestion, resulting in frequent calls to the congestion control mechanism and the waste of satellite network resources.
The literature [10] uses simulation experiments to prove that the variation of round-trip delay is mainly caused by propagation delay in the LEO satellite network and get conclusion that the end-to-end round-trip delay variation ranges is 33.6~328.6 ms in the absence of queuing delay,change in round trip delay due to the change of communication path distance is up to 295ms. This paper proposes a Hybla MM congestion control algorithm based on Hybla.Firstly, The algorithm calculates the propagation delay of the data packet in the satellite network and weights it, so as to shield the influence of the round-trip delay variation caused by the topology change of the satellite network.Secondly,The algorithm calculates the number of data packet in the satellite cache, and it dynamically increases or decreases the value of the congestion window based on it in the congestion avoidance phase. Simulation experiments show that Hybla MM effectively improves satellite network throughput.
Hybla Algorithm Introduction
Hybla provides a fast-growing window strategy that achieves the same instantaneous transfer rate as the referenced wired TCP connection, solving the problem of slow window growth when RTT is increased in standard TCP. The Hybla congestion window adjustment mechanism is adjusted according to the normalized RTT value ρ and is defined as follows:
RTT0 is the round-trip delay of the reference wired connection, generally it is 25ms. In a long-delay environment such as a satellite network, a large instantaneous congestion window is required to obtain the same instantaneous transmission rate as a wired TCP connection. Therefore, the window update rules of the Hybla algorithm in the slow start and congestion avoidance phases are defined as follows:
Wi is the congestion window value when the ith ACK arrives. SS and CA respectively indicate the slow start phase and the congestion avoidance phase. The algorithm still retains the standard TCP window update mechanism based on ACK validation. If it is during the slow start phase, the increment of the congestion window is 2 1 ρ − for every ACK received. If it is in the congestion avoidance phase, the congestion window increment is
When Hybla is applied in a topologically dynamic satellite network, the continuous change of the RTT between the end-to-end round-trip delay due to the constantly changing inter-satellite distance and inter-satellite connection relationship, and even mutation.Because of
, it will also lead to constant changes in ρ , or even mutation.Therefore, Hybla applications in the topologically dynamic satellite network can easily lead to the growth instability of the congestion window, and even sudden changes.
Improvement of Hybla Algorithm in Satellite Networks

Calculation of Link Propagation Delay
As shown in the mathematical model of Figure 1 , we can map Any point ( , , )
is the latitude, longitude, and altitude of the point. Let the radius of the Earth be R (R=6378km) as follows:
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West Longitude Therefore, when determining the latitude and longitude of the satellite and its height from the ground, it can obtain its coordinates in the Cartesian coordinate system.Let S and D be two adjacent satellite nodes in a satellite network,the Cartesian coordinate of S is , , )
,the transmission distance dis of the data packet between two satellite nodes is:
(4) The total length of the link Dis is the sum of the distances between the satellites, 1 2 n Dis dis dis dis = + + + in the formula, 1 2 , , , n dis dis dis is the link length between adjacent satellites.
The round-trip propagation delay is calculated based on the length of communication link, the formula is as follows: 
Recalculation of Round-trip Delay RTT and TheValue of ρ
Round-trip delay RTT includes transmission delay, processing delay, queuing delay, and propagation delay. The transmission delay, processing delay, and queuing delay are called non-propagation delays. Therefore, the round-trip delay RTT can be expressed as:
PD T is propagation delay and NPD T is non-propagation delay.Due to the high dynamics of satellite networks, the round-trip delay RTT is constantly changing. This change is mainly caused by the propagation delay.In order to prevent the congestion window of Hybla algorithm in formula (2) to increasesuddenly that is caused by sudden increase of propagation delay,so we need to recalculate RTT.If We want to reduce the impact of high dynamics of satellite networkson propagation delay,we need to weight propagation delay PD T : The recalculated round-trip delay RTT reduces the effect of propagation delay PD T . The RTT value changes more smoothly, making the congestion window of formula (2) more gradual.
Calculation of The Minimum Round-trip Delay
We can calculate the non-propagation delay based on propagation delay. The formula is as follows: RTT ′ is the minimum round-trip when there is no packet in the router cache. RTT ′ is the recalculation of the nth RTT according to formula (8) .
The difference between expected throughput and actual throughput Diff :
Calculate the number of buffered packets in the current router diff , that is the product of We can judge the Congestion State of Satellite Networks according to the number of packets in the router cache in order to increase or decrease the congestion window of the congestion avoidance stage.
Adjustment of Congestion Window Growth in The Phase of Congestion Avoidance
The window of Hybla algorithm grows by
in the congestion avoidance phase,because of / RTT RTT ρ = 0 , the more congested the satellite network is, the longer the queuing delay is, the larger the round-trip delay is, and the larger the congestion window grows. The congestion window growth is more radical .Hybla algorithm based on packet loss feedback is a passive congestion control mechanism and Judging network congestion is based on packet loss events in the network. As long as there is no packet loss, the protocol will not reduce its sending rate voluntarily even if the network load is very high. This protocol can maximize the utilization of network residual bandwidth and improve throughput,The packet loss feedback protocol is aggressiveness in the near saturation of the network, on the one hand, it greatly improves the bandwidth utilization of the network,on the other hand, greatly improving network utilization also means that the next congestion loss event will occur soon.Therefore, these protocols increase the utilization of network bandwidth at the same time they indirectly increase the packet loss rate . As a result, the jitter of the entire network increases, as a result, the jitter of the network increases.
We can refer to the adjustment that TCP Vegas does in the congestion avoidance phase and increase or decrease the congestion window according to the number of packets in the router cache. The window of Hybla algorithm is readjusted in the congestion avoidance phase as follow: When the number of packets that is in the connected router caches is less than 2, the connection does not make full use of the bandwidth and needs to increase the congestion window; When the number of packets that is in the connected router caches is more than 4, the network may experience congestion and the congestion window should be reduced. Otherwise, the network is in a normal state, keeping the original congestion window unchanged. Hybla adopts the congestion window growth formula (16) during the congestion avoidance phase, maximizing the transmission rate to match the network congestion. The above method reduces the packet loss rate, improves the throughput and improves the utilization of satellite network resources.
Algorithm Performance Simulation
In order to verify the performance of the new algorithm, the following two simulation software is used in simulation experiments. ①The satellite simulation software STK is used to simulate the satellite network topology, the version is 8.1.1; ②Network simulation software NS2 [11, 12] is used to simulate algorithm performance, the version is version 2.34.
The network topology used in this simulation experiment is shown in Figure 3 . Select polar orbit satellite constellation Iridium with global coverage as satellite communication network, the specific parameter settings are shown in Table 1 . Ground station takes the default configuration of NS2, selecting Berkeley (37.9, -122.3) and Boston (42.3, -71.1) as two ground stations. Each ground station is connected to 30 terminal nodes, the source node is connected to Berkeley and the destination node is connected to Boston ,there is a total of 30 links through the Iridium satellite network. All sources send data to the destination. The link bandwidth between the terminal and the ground station is 10 Mb/s. The two ground stations are connected together through the LEO satellite constellation, forming a bottleneck link.Using the above-mentioned Iridium satellite network topology and simulation parameter configuration, simulations were performed on the Hybla algorithm, the Hybla MM algorithm, and the congestion control algorithm Cubic which is also for long delays. The simulation results are as follows: From the above figures, we can see that in the Iridium satellite network, the change of the congestion window of the Cubic algorithm is relatively stable, but the overall congestion window value is small.The overall window value of the Hybla algorithm is larger than that of the Cubic algorithm but the value fluctuates greatly.There are two reasons why the Hybla congestion window value fluctuatesgreatly:First,the dynamic change of round-trip delay caused the high dynamics of the satellite network resultin the dynamic change of the growth value of the Hybla congestion window.Second, the aggressive growth of the congestion window in the congestion avoidance phase aggravates network congestion and generates packet loss, resulting in the rapid termination of the congestion avoidance phase, and the congestion control mechanism is initiated.It can be seen from the figures that the Hybla MM algorithm has both the characteristics of stable window values and the overall window value kept at a large level.Because the Hybla MM algorithm solves the above two problems of the Hybla algorithm:First,Hybla MM solves drastic changes in the congestion window during the congestion avoidance phasecaused by the high dynamic nature of the satellite networkthrough calculating the average value of the propagation delay in each round trip delay.Second,the congestion window value is appropriately increased or decreased through judging the degree of congestion of the satellite network based on the number of satellite cached packets, making the Hybla algorithm no longer aggressive in the window value of congestion avoidance. Since Cubic's overall congestion window value is smaller than Hybla and Hybla MM, its throughput is smaller than the other two algorithms. Hybla MM window value is less fluctuating and its overall window value is larger. It can be seen from Figure 8 that Hybla MM throughput is higher than Hybla. Hybla MM throughput increased by 12.7% compared to Hybla through calculating. The Hybla MM algorithm shields the influence of the dynamics of the satellite network on the window value of the algorithm by calculating the average propagation delay,making the congestion window grow more smoothly.At the same time, in the congestion avoidance phase, the Hybla MM can determine the degree of congestion of the satellite network based on the number of satellite cached packets and increase or decrease the value of the congestion window based on the degree of congestion, making the window growth no longer aggressive during the congestion avoidance phase andreducing possibilityof packet loss.
Summary
Compared with the Hybla algorithm, the Hybla MM algorithm effectively reduces the impact of high dynamics of the satellite network on its performance.At the same time, in the congestion avoidance stage, the degree of congestion of the network is judged based on the number of satellite cached packets, and a more conservative window growth mode is adopted according to the degree of congestion of the network, so that the growth of the window is stable.Simulation experiments show that compared to the Hybla,the Hybla MM improves the system throughput, significantly reduces the packet loss rate.The next step will be to improve the Hybla algorithm for High link error rate so that the Hybla algorithm can be better used in satellite networks.
